It ain't the music. Ooh ooh ooh that makes the tune complete.

There's something else that makes the tune complete.

A

Fast Swing

don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing, do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a bao wap bap ain't got swing wao wap wap wao wap

(walking bass)

Doon tsoon...
It don't mean a thing... all you gotta do is... wao wap do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a bao wap bap got to...

bo tsoon doon tsoon doon tsoon...
do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a.
You've got to sing it, it don't mean a thing

You've got to sing all you've done to make it
Don't mean a thing, don't mean a thing

Give it just give it every thing rhythm
oom ts doon ts doon ts doon ts doon ts doon ts a

If it ain't got that you've got to sing, you've got to do to make it
Don't mean a thing, don't mean a,

Give it just give it every thing rhythm. If you can
oom ts doon ts doon ts doon ts a oom ts doon ts doon ts doon ts a
swing. Doesn't matter if it's sweet or if it is hot, give that
swing. Doesn't matter if it's sweet or if it is hot, give that
doesn't matter if it's sweet or hot no, just give that rhythm e-
swing, doesn't matter if it's sweet or, if it is hot, give that
doon ts doon tsoon doon ts doon tsoon doon ts doon tsoon doon ts doon tsoon
doon ts doon tsoon doon ts doon tsoon
doon ts doon tsoon, give it e-very-thing you've got. It! don't mean a thing

doon ts doon tsoon, give it e-very-thing you've got. It! don't mean a thing
if it ain't got that swing, do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a,
if it ain't got that swing, do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a,
if it ain't got that swing, do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a,
if it ain't got that swing, do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a,
if it ain't got that swing, do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a.
if it ain't got that doon tsoon ...

EF 3819
do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a
It
do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a
It
do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a
It
do-a do-a do-a do-a do-a
It
tsoo ba doo ba doo
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It
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing.